1830: the barricaded Revolution

Let us remember that 1835 is the direct, very concrete date of the intended irreversible abjuration of « 89 » (the Great Revolution). The « 3 Glorious » puffed up galore, were a large-scale frame-up:

- On the farce side, the Cocarde was brandished; Rouget de l’Isle was bawled; the demagogy of the « National » (Thiers!) was droned out.
- Bank and Big business were in on it (Laffitte and Casimir Perier); Polytechnique was gained; and the Great Mute (Grande Muette) skilfully infiltrated into the upper echelons (Dubourg, Gérard, Jacqueminot).
- And what could be better than showing two fishy stars: de La Fayette ex-Émigré, « but » ex-National Guard; and the sonny of the regicide Orléans Égalité, « but » ex-Émigré too?
- The gang of high-flying thugs did not neglect one last asset: the big monkeys (bosses) openly close down the workshops to urge to the riot!

The Royalty of the « Revisos » of 1789 was thus established, this « best amongst the republics » according to the « Hero of the Two Worlds » (de La Fayette). Of course, the « bourgeois monarch » (Louis-Philippe) was ELECTED by the deputies by 219 votes to 33; as easily as the Duce, the Führer; and just like our 1st President of the Republic, Badinguet helped by his Society of December 10th; just like the next ones and just like the very latter ones (Pétain as well, without the title!).

On the whole, it was the death sentence of Civilization in France, and of its living Mission in the West. In short: « Definitive » establishment of the Caste/Mob institutional Antagonism (end of the superior-lower classes under Hegemony).

Long live the « Gueuse »!, Long live the Hexagon, and Long live the GOP (!).

---

1 In other word: « Romantic »! cf. E. Delacroix : « Liberty on the barricades ». It’s also said: revolutionaries of Middle-Way! Or else: of the end of history; but never ever counter-revolutionaries!
2 27-29 July 1830.
3 « the tree colours »’ flag.
4 The Marseillaise of this scoundrel, who defied the Louis XVI’s deposition, delivered the song of the Girondins, and the Hymn of the 9 Thermidor... The first decree of free France will be to denounce the militaristic « impure blood ».
5 Larousse says so, so....
6 Revisionists.
7 = Despotic Republic.
8 Égalité : Grand Master (recants in... 1793) ; Laffitte ; de La Fayette ; etc.
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The thug singing his Marseillaise